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A tour- de -force CD and must buy for flutists and lovers of fantastic flute repertoire by great composers of

today and yesterday1 Performed with panache by Laurel Zucker, internationally acclaimed flautist. 73

MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: Contemporary, CLASSICAL: Traditional Details: Laurel zucker, flute virtuoso

surprises us again: A fantastic 2CD set with the Complete Piazzolla Flute Tangos included , as well as

the premier recording of music for flute by Philip Glass, Robert Baksa, Kuhlau, and many more greats!!

The Flute Network June 2003 recommends... "Oh! she's done it again- another brilliant two CD set of

some of the best and most interesting works for solo flute. zucker brings to this collection of solos the kind

of variety of intensity, high level musicality, and just plain perfect technique and intonation that makes it all

a joy to listen to. These performances are so clear, open, direct and from the heart that it all seems so

simple and easy, which belies the incredible work and accomplishment that goes into all of her many and

diverse recordings. This collection of works for flute alone is a worthy successor to her earlier

Inflorecence solo compilation. The 14 works presented have a varied style and pace, shaping the

individual pieces into a very satifisfying whole that includes a dazzling array of brilliant compositions and

extraordinary flute playing. Her rapturous tone, rhythmic drive, and creative musicianship will inspire you.

Inflorescence, indeed, this recording is WHITE HOT AND INCANDESCENT! THE FLUTE NETWORK

2003 [Read full review] "I can not resist the urge to write wonderful things about her CD and about her.

Zucker's superior technique and tone are evident from start to finish....She and recording engineer, Don

Ososke, did a masterful job of highlighting the textures of the individual pieces, while minimizing the

pitfalls that typically befall solo recordings. THE DAVIS ENTERPRISE - MAY 8, 2003
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